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Isolated by hundreds of kilometers from the main population, the southernmost populations of
root voles (Microtus oeconomus) are vulnerable to extinction in Hungary. Due to restrictions
imposed by their protected status, only a limited number of surveys have been conducted to assess the status of the Hungarian populations. Our goal was to understand the historical relationship between Hungarian populations by analyzing morphological skull similarities. We
examined skeletal materials deposited in the Hungarian Natural History Museum using geometric morphometric methods. We postulated that greater similarities would be observed
among populations that were connected for longer time and smaller populations would exhibit
a higher rate of morphological divergence. Individuals from northern Germany were used as
an out-group to estimate the ancestral shape of root vole skulls.
Comparison of mandibles and skulls indicates that root vole populations form four regional
clusters in Hungary. Two distinct northern groups occupy the Szigetköz and Hanság area.
Populations near Lake Balaton form a third, and animals from Kiskunság represent the fourth,
highly divergent group. Populations in the Hanság area show the least morphological divergence compared to the out-group indicating that either Hanság was able to support the largest
population of root voles or the area served as a center of dispersion for the colonization of
other suitable habitats in Hungary.
Key words: root vole, Microtus oeconomus, geometric morphometrics, conservation status,
metapopulation

INTRODUCTION
Changing local climate and geographic features are the main regulating
forces of the ever changing distribution ranges of mammals (FREY 1992, MACARTHUR 1972). During the colder climate of prehistoric times, the distribution of
root voles (Microtus oeconomus) extended further south in Europe than presently
(JÁNOSSY 1986, REICHSTEIN 1972). Now, the continuous distribution of the species includes the northern part of the Scandinavian Peninsula, areas east of the Elbe
River in northern Germany and Poland, but does not extend south of 50° latitude in
Europe (Fig. 1) (MITCHELL-JONES et al. 1999). The worldwide distribution of the
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root vole extends to Asia (Mongolia, Northern China), Alaska and Canada (WILSON
& REEDER 1993). Isolated populations of root voles in the Netherlands, Norway,
Finland and Central-Europe (Austria, Hungary, Slovakia) are regarded as relict
populations from the last glacial period. Based on primarily external measurements and pelt color, 6 subspecies are distinguished in Europe (TAST 1982). Three
of the six subspecies represent isolated populations. The subspecies Microtus
oeconomus mehelyi (ÉHIK, 1928) represents the Central European populations of
Hungary, eastern Austria and southern Slovakia.
Prior studies compared local populations of root voles using morphological
variation (MARKOWSKI 1980, MARKOWSKI & OSTBYE 1992), protein variation
(LANCE & COOK 1998, NADLER et al. 1978), DNA fingerprinting (STACY et al.
1994), DNA analysis (BRUNHOFF et al. 2003, GALBREATH & COOK 2004) and
microsatellite DNA variation (VAN DE ZANDE et al. 2000).
Although root voles have been protected in Hungary since 1974 (RAKONCZAY 1989), habitat loss is still a major threat. The draining of the Hanság basin in
the 1950s, canalizing the Zala River, and damming and redirecting the Danube

Fig. 1. Distribution of Microtus oeconomus in Europe (from MITCHELL-JONES et al. 1999) (A= main
population, B= Dutch populations, C= Norwegian populations, D= Central European populations)
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River in 1990s adversely affected the natural habitats of the root vole. Recent plans
for landscape alterations in the Danube region have further increased the concern
of regional conservation authorities. Unfortunately, the current status of Hungarian root vole populations is poorly known. Previous studies focused on surveying
the distribution of the species in Hungary (ÉHIK 1928, LELKES & HORVÁTH 2000,
SZUNYOGHY 1954, TOPÁL 1963). Based on those studies, three distinct regions with
scattered populations of root voles have been identified. Populations in the Fertő–Hanság region and Szigetköz are regarded as one geographic unit, populations
near Lake Balaton form a second group, and a few populations in the central Hungarian plains are the third geographic group (Fig. 2). Recent studies used microsatellite DNA techniques to monitor the structure of populations based on hair
samples of live-trapped animals in Hungary (PAPP et al. 2000).
Fragmentation of a previously continuous distribution range has profound
implications on the persistence and extinction probability of a species. According
to metapopulaton theory (HANSKI 1998, HANSKI & GILPIN 1997) species that exist
in small isolated populations have higher extinction probabilities than species with
a large continuous distribution. The ultimate fate of a species in a fragmented

Fig. 2. Collection localities of Microtus oeconomus méhelyi specimens used in the study. 1a = Csallóköz
(Slovakia), 1b = Szigetköz, 2 = Fertő–Hanság area, 3 = Kis-Balaton, 4 = Dél-Balaton, 5 = Kiskunság)
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habitat is determined by local population size and the species’ ability to colonize
suitable but unoccupied habitats. To assess the current conservation status of root
voles in Hungary it is important to understand the history and geographic connection among populations. The current study aims to resolve the historical relationship between regional populations of root voles in Central Europe.

Materials and Methods
All specimens used in this study were pulled from the Mammal Collection of the Hungarian
Natural History Museum (HNHM). Only skulls in good condition were photographed and analyzed.
Because an intact skull did not necessarily match with an undamaged jaw, the crania and mandibles
were analyzed separately. 125 skulls were photographed from dorsal view with a Nikon camera and a
professional digitizing card (Table 1). Since there are more characteristic landmarks, many investigaTable 1. Number of specimens examined from different populations
mandibles

cranium

1a - Csallóköz/Szigetköz

4

7

2 – Hanság

3

5

3 - Kis-Balaton

157

100

4 - Dél-Balaton

9

4

5 – Kiskunság

2

2

Germany

6

7

Fig. 3. Dorsal view of root vole cranium with landmarks
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tors would recommend using the ventral view of the skull, yet we decided to photograph the dorsal
side because many of the specimens were damaged to a certain degree on the ventral side. Twenty
two landmarks (Fig. 3) were marked on the digital picture of the skull using IMAGOES software
(DEMETER et al. 1996). 181 photographs of the lingual side of left mandibles (Table 1) were taken and
subsequently analyzed. Because many of the mandibles had broken coronoid and/or angular processes, only 15 landmarks were marked on these images and several possible landmarks were omitted (Fig. 4). Outside of Hungary, the HNHM has root vole specimens only from Germany. For this
reason we measured specimens from Brandenburg, and used this sample as an out-group for comparison. Landmark representations of skulls and mandibles were analyzed in a similar manner: tpsSmall
program (ROHLF (1998) and tpsRelw program (ROHLF (1997) were used to calculate centroid size
and partial warp scores (Weight matrix) respectively. Individuals were compared based on centroid
size and partial warp scores in various statistical tests using STATISTICA software (STATSOFT
1998).
In the first step of analysis, males and females from the same locality were compared to determine whether there are significant shape differences in skull and mandible morphology among sexes.
Since there was sufficiently large sample only from one locality (Kis-Balaton, Hungary), males and
females were compared only at this single locality. Partial warp scores were compared between
males and females using the Hotelling T-test and centroid sizes were compared using t-test.
Because the number of specimens were low at certain localities, differences in centroid size
were compared using nonparametric median test. Next, we used the weight matrix and centroid size
and ran a discriminant function analysis using these variables to detect morphological differences
among subpopulations and to assess whether populations can be distinguished based on skull or mandible shape. tpsRegr program (ROHLF 2000a) were used to show shape differences associated with
the first two canonical variates. Finally, landmark representations of skulls and mandibles were averaged from each geographic region in Hungary and consensus configurations were computed using
tpsSuper program (ROHLF 2000b). Pair-wise procrustes distances were calculated between group averages using tpsSmall program. Procrustes distance matrix served as the basis to calculate a similarity
tree using the UPGMA method in the PHYLIP program package (FELSENSTEIN 1999).

Fig. 4. Lingual view of the left mandible with landmarks
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RESULTS
We found no significant difference in centroid size (cranium p < 0.2579;
mandibles p < 0.775) or in skull shape between sexes using Hotelling’s T-test (p <
0.9421). Similarly, there was no difference between males and females (p <
0.4447) in mandible shape. Because there were no morphological differences
among sexes, both sexes were combined and individuals were grouped by geographic localities in subsequent data analyses.
Nonparametric median test did not reject the null hypothesis that there are
significant differences among populations in respect of centroid size (cranium p <
0.7708; mandibule p < 0.1784) (Fig. 5). On the other hand, box plots of centroid
sizes indicated a potential problem: specimens from the Kiskunság area were rather
small, but they were still within the natural size variation shown by other populations (e.g. at Kis-Balaton). Discriminant function analysis on the weight matrix
yielded a high level of separation among populations. Based on cranial landmarks,
discrimination was strong (Wilks’ Lambda = 0.0251, p < 0.0000) and group assignment of individuals calculated from discriminant functions was 100 percent
correct (Fig. 6a). Calculated from landmarks on the mandibles, discrimination was
slightly weaker (Wilks’ Lambda = 0.1510, p < 0.0000) and the reclassification of
individuals was 95 percent correct (Fig. 6b). The Mahalanobis distance matrices
gave further insight into the structure of morphological similarity between populations (Table 2 & 3). Based on Mahalanobis distances, the out-group was the most
dissimilar from all the other groups. Within the Hungarian groups, the Kiskunság
Table 2. Mahalanobis distances among groups based on mandible shape
1a-Csallóköz

0.00

2 -Hanság

29.85

0.00

3 -Kis-Balaton

20.36

29.41

0.00

4 -Dél-Balaton

21.98

31.13

10.44

0.00

5 -Kiskunság

66.03

45.81

37.60

46.25

0.00

Germany

35.76

29.64

25.58

19.66

42.33

0.00

Table 3. Mahalanobis distances between groups based on cranium shape
1b-Szigetköz

0.00

2 -Hanság

35.22

0.00

3 -Kis-Balaton

23.59

27.47

0.00

4 -Dél-Balaton

42.33

61.29

23.73

0.00

5 -Kiskunság

46.61

48.36

54.67

85.54

0.00

Germany

57.08

48.06

53.18

69.82

74.68
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Fig. 5. Distribution of centroid sizes among the studied populations calculated from landmarks : a
(top) = on the dorsal view of the cranium, b (bottom) = on the mandibule. Non-parametric median test
failed to reject the idea of significant differences in centroid size among populations
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group shows a high level of dissimilarity from the other groups. The procrustes distance matrix calculated from pair-wise comparisons of consensus configurations
yielded a slightly more interpretable and detailed pattern of morphometric similarities among populations (Tables 4 & 5). The minimum spanning trees calculated
from the morphometric similarity of mandibles (Fig. 7b) and skulls (Figs 7a) show
similar topology in general. The two trees agree in grouping Kis-Balaton and
Dél-Balaton together. As a result of the morphological dissimilarity of the
Kiskunság specimens from any other populations, these specimens are placed on
the minimum spanning trees in a position equally far from the other groups.

DISCUSSION
While molecular techniques, such as microsatellite and mt-DNA analyses,
are quite popular among scientists to investigate animal populations, morphometric analysis is still an invaluable tool, especially in cases, where a researcher
only has access to older museum specimens. This was the case in our particular
study: we compared the skull shape of root voles, a locally endangered species in
Hungary, to assess differences among populations. Most of the specimens were
collected several decades ago, and since then, two out of the five populations have
gone extinct.

Table 4. Procrustes distances based on mandible shape
1a. Csallóköz

0.0000

2. Hanság

0.0437

0.0000

3. Kis-Balaton

0.0267

0.0379

0.0000

4. Dél-Balaton

0.0298

0.0422

0.0193

0.0000

5. Kiskunság

0.0474

0.0371

0.0345

0.0385

0.0000

Germany

0.0399

0.0262

0.0278

0.0297

0.0368

0.0000

Table 5. Procrustes distances based on cranium shape
1b. Szigetköz

0.0000

2. Hanság

0.0304

0.0000

3. Kis-Balaton

0.0278

0.0141

0.0000

4. Dél-Balaton

0.0306

0.0204

0.0128

0.0000

5. Kiskunság

0.0428

0.0316

0.0290

0.0314

0.0000

Germany

0.0570

0.0333

0.0359

0.0362

0.0387
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Fig. 6. Scatterplots of the first two canonical variate scores calculated from landmarks: a (top) = on
the dorsal view of the cranium, b (bottom) = on the mandible. Lines connect the closest laying centroids of each group. Deformation grids were generated using tpsRegr (ROHLF 2000) and show the
shape differences associated with the particular canonical variate
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While there are doubts among experts whether differences in skull shape reflect genetic divergence or it is caused by environmental effects, previous studies
on laboratory stocks of various species of mice demonstrated that cranial morphological features are heritable (ATCHLEY et al. 1981). ATCHLEY (1988) estimated
that as much as 50% of the morphological variation are of genetic origin. In a recent study MCPHEE (2004) showed that geometric morphometric methods can distinguish laboratory reared populations of Peromyscus polionotus from wild and
other inbred populations based on cranial morphology. Since the Hungarian populations of root voles are exposed to the same climate, it is a reasonable assumption
that differences in skull morphology reflect genetic divergence among populations. While we can never rule out environmental factors, our goal was to use available museum specimens, analyze their morphological variations, and gain some
insight into what has happened at the population level in the recent past.
Isolation from the main population increases the chance of local extinction
(BURKEY 1995), while isolation and small population size increase the fixation
rate of new characters (SACCHERI et al. 1998). Divergence from the main population progresses with time and, given a long enough isolation period, speciation
may occur (SEDDON et al. 2001). Small isolated populations increase local and
global biodiversity and they present highly adapted taxa to the local environment,
fauna, and flora. Human influence can disrupt the development of natural processes resulting in high extinction rates, a loss of biodiversity, and a lower persistence of local communities against disturbance (TILMAN 1996).
Root voles in the eastern part of the Carpathian Basin represent relict populations of a former glaciation period fauna (JÁNOSSY 1986). Understanding the his-

Fig. 7. Minimum spanning tree showing morphometric similarity among populations calculated
from pair-wise procrustes distances between consensus configuration of each populations. a = similarities based on the crania, b = similarities based on mandible
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tory of these populations is an important step in initiating conservation measures.
Establishing new protected areas would help to preserve root vole metapopulation
structure in Hungary.
Based on our morphological analysis, the history of the Central European
root vole populations can be reconstructed in the following way: the broader distribution range of root voles was split by post-glacial climatic and floral change into
two regional populations. One included the Transdanubian area with populations
located mostly south and west from the Danube River with a few scattered representatives in northwestern part of the Pannonian Plains. The second region included populations in the Kiskunság, on the Duna–Tisza Interfluvial Plain. Surprisingly, individuals from the Kiskunság area are not the most morphologically
divergent when compared to the German population: individuals from the Szigetköz are morphologically more different from the out-group (Tables 4 & 5). This
unexpected result indicates that root vole populations existed in satisfactory conditions in the Kiskunság area in the 1950s, when the museum specimens were collected. Several attempts to find root voles have been unsuccessful at the same locations since the 1950s and the root vole is regarded as extinct from this area today.
Specimens from the Kiskunság showed the highest level of similarity to
specimens from the Kis-Balaton area. This fact was unexpected, because it was hypothesized that former wetland habitats along the Danube River provided suitable
habitats for root voles and populations (Szigetköz and Kiskunság) were once connected along the Danube River. Contrary to previous assumptions, our data suggest that root vole populations were connected for a much longer period through
scattered lakes and marshlands south of the Danube River along the line of KisBalaton – Balaton and Kiskunság.
Root vole populations on the western edge of the Carpathian Basin experienced further fragmentation during their history. Combining data from the geographic locations and morphological similarities, three separate root vole lineages
are distinguishable. All populations in the Hanság area belong to the same independent lineage. Museum specimens from this area show the lowest level of divergence from the German population, perhaps indicating that these populations experienced lower levels of genetic drift. Additionally, individuals from the Hanság
appear to be equally dissimilar from individuals of the Kis-Balaton and Szigetköz
region, perhaps due to the central geographic position of the Hanság.
Geographically close to the Hanság area, individuals from the Szigetköz/
Csallóköz represent another distinct lineage. These individuals show a high level
of similarity with the more distant Kis-Balaton populations, while they showed
higher level of divergence when compared to specimens from the geographically
closer Hanság area. Alarmingly, the Szigetköz populations also show an extensive
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divergence from the German out-group. These results may indicate that root vole
populations in Szigetköz are in peril due to a high level of fragmentation and low
population density.
Populations close to Lake Balaton and in the Kis-Balaton represent the third
lineage in the Transdanubian area. Compared to other populations, individuals
from Kis-Balaton show a medium level of morphological divergence from the
out-group. Populations south of Lake Balaton are peripheral populations with close
similarity to individuals from Kis-Balaton. In addition, these individuals show a
high level of divergence from the out-group. In the last three decades, humans have
exploited natural habitats in the southwestern part of Lake Balaton. The last specimens were captured here in 1955.
In most cases, shape analysis of root vole mandibles and skulls are in concordance. There were only a few instances when the procrustes distance matrices calculated from the two bone structures disagreed. Based on shape analysis of the
mandibles, the Kiskunság population experienced a high level of morphological
divergence. As a result, the Kiskunság population is placed far from other Central
European root vole populations on the similarity tree (Fig. 7b). On the other hand,
skull shape indicates a lower level of divergence and animals from the Kiskunság
group lie closer to other Hungarian populations (Fig. 7a).
The taxonomic status and the level of divergence of root voles in Central Europe are focal questions for nature conservation authorities. In this study, we used
morphological characters to compare several root vole populations. Procrustes distances between out-group and Hungarian individuals were very small (Tables 4 &
5). MARCUS et al. (2000) found much higher level of shape difference among species. While MARCUS used representatives of different families, SARA (1996) was
able to separate 3 closely related shrew species that were distinguished by much
closer procrustes distances. Because the level of morphometric difference is not a
good indication of the level of speciation, it would be inappropriate to speculate
about the taxonomic status of Central European root voles based exclusively on
morphological comparisons. While morphologically these Hungarian animals represented a distinct lineage from the main population, additional genetic analysis
would help to assess the level of divergence from other root vole populations.
The most alarming result of our study is the conservation status of various
root vole populations in Hungary. The abrupt and recent disappearance of the species from the Kiskunság is a warning sign that stochastic fluctuation can seal the
fate of regional populations in a brief period of time. Without an effective conservation program to improve and restore natural wetland habitats in the Szigetköz
area, root voles might disappear from this region. The rapid deterioration of natural
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root vole habitats of the Szigetköz area since the divergence and canalization of the
Danube River is extremely worrisome.
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